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I'm trapped let me out but keep me updated. Last updated on January 9th, , pm Was this comment useful?
Enjoyment 6 This was It is ridiculous. If you're into that kinda thing, I would suggest Ai No Kusabi, which
presents a very compelling and well-written story about toxic dependence. Do police not exist in this world?
The artist is incredible with hands, with torsos, with creative positions of sex, but honestly the plot. It's pretty
much the same. Toxic relationship at its finest. Overall, for a mafia AU, this was a little sad. Go ahead and
give this a try. In other aspects, it entirely skips over the plot that should be there and continues with the
so-called 'romance', as if the actual story is self-explanatory. And the seme doesn't know the meaning of the
word 'no', is a rapist, and has no refractory period whatsoever? At the same time, some inglorious strand of
plot seeks to enlighten me and keep me reading, some weird ploy of reminding us that Takaba would choose
his photography over Asami that is where he is, that is who he is. More convoluted telling us about Asami
being Dangerous--though the later chapters are a bit better and more inclusive of plot and development I
guess? Takaba is the poster child for having the most sex done to him that I have yet to see but then again I
haven't read Okane ga Nai and I don't want to because that would probably actually make me cry. Did I
mention the uke is pretty tsundere too? Not even joking, the frames were pretty much copy-pasted. It seems
like a plot hole when it's blatantly not covered. All in all, I feel like this is a very niche anime and it will
appeal to the people who are into kinky yaoi. Cool, then why isn't that shown? Not very well done in that
aspect. It jumps straight from rape to being in love. If you're not feeling the animation, check out the manga.


